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ABSTRACT 

 
Previously, an instrumented dummy fuel element (DMPV-01), with the same geometric characteristics of a 

MTR fuel element, was designed and constructed for pressure drop and flow distribution measurement 

experiments at the IEA-R1 reactor core. This dummy element was also used to measure the flow distribution 

among the rectangular flow channels formed by element fuel plates. A CFD numerical model was developed to 

complement the  studies. This work presents the proposed CFD model as well as a comparison between 

numerical and experimental results of flow rate distribution among the internal flow channels. Numerical results 

show that the model reproduces the experiments very well and can be used for the studies as a more convenient 

and complementary tool. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

IEA-R1 is a 5 MW pool type research reactor located at IPEN, São Paulo. Its core is 

composed of  MTR (Material Testing Reactors) fuel elements with downward flow. Each fuel 

element has 18 fuel plates assembled on two lateral support plates, forming 17 independent 

internal flow channels. The reactor core is assembled in a 5x5 square matrix with 20 fuel 

elements, 4 control fuel elements and a central Beryllium irradiator. The safe operation of the 

reactor is guaranteed maintaining suitable safety margins in any operational conditions. These 

safety margins (DNBR, ONB, CHF and maximum surface temperature) are verified in the 
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thermal-hydraulic analysis (THA) of the core. To perform the THA it is necessary to know 

some parameters, such as: heat flux distribution, geometric characteristics, material properties 

and flow rates through the fuel elements. The uncertainties of these parameters are also 

necessary for the THA. The flow rate through the fuel elements is an important parameter and 

it is difficult to determine due to the geometric complexity of the core. The International 

Atomic Energy Agency, IAEA, TECDOC 233 [1] suggests that the flow rate through the fuel 

elements is the total reactor primary flow rate divided by the number of fuel elements. This 

value is not completely true because the core has fuel elements and other components as 

discussed in Torres et al. [2]. A dummy fuel element (DMPV-01) [3] was designed and 

constructed to measure the core flow rate distribution and also the flow rate distribution 

among the internal fuel elements channels at the IEA-R1. A numerical model was also 

developed using ANSYS-CFX
®

[4] as complementary tool for the flow distribution study in 

the fuel element as described in the next section. This paper considers this model. 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTS 

 

Dummy fuel element DMPV-01, Fig.1, was used to perform an experiment to measure the 

flow rate distribution among the flow channels. It was assembled in the experimental circuit, 

Fig. 2. A calibrated orifice plate and a calibrated differential pressure transducer (DPT1) were 

used to measure the total flow rate through the dummy element and a type K thermocouple 

measured the fluid temperature during the experiments for water properties corrections. Two 

pressure probes were constructed with 2.5 mm diameter tube in stainless steel with two 

pressure taps 475 mm distant. They were assembled inside the flow channels of the DMPV-

01 in central region to measure pressure drop together with two calibrated differential 

pressure transducers (DPT2 and DPT3). Figure 3 shows two adjacent fuel elements and 

dimensional details of the flow channels. The experiments were performed for three flow 

rates: 6.1, 5.2 and 4.0 kg/s. The channel flow velocities and flow rates were calculated using 

pressure drop equation for closed channels. 
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Figure 1. Instrumented dummy fuel element DMPV-01 
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Figure 2. Experimental circuit and DMPV-01 

 

 

Figure 3. Cross section of two adjacent fuel elements 
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3. MODEL 

 

The tridimensional fuel element presents symmetry. To save computational time, it is 

considered only 1/4th of the geometry for the model, as presented in Fig. 4, simulated 

geometry, Fig. 5, inlet region detail and Fig. 6, outlet region detail. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 - Geometric model 

 

 
 

Figure 5 - Inlet region detail 
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Figure 6 - Outlet nozzle detail 

 

A tridimensional model was developed based on the geometry presented in Fig. 1 using the 

finite volume method applied to a non structured mesh, Maliska, C. R. [5], Anderson, J. 

D. [6]. Inflation was considered for all regions next to the walls. Turbulence model considers 

the standard    model [7]. 

 

Stern, F. at al. [8] and Wilson, R. V. at al. [9] present an approach to define and verify mesh. 

They discuss about mesh dependency on the results focusing the element size definition in 

order to validate the CFD models.  

 

The methodology considers, for the same boundary condition, an increase of the mesh 

density using predefined ratios. This procedure must be performed in such a way that 

property variation or small variations are not present. When this condition is satisfied the 

solution is independent of the mesh.  

 

This methodology was used in this paper and the mesh in Figures 7,8 and 9 present the last 

loop of this interaction. The mesh study was performed using the CFX mesher and resulted in 

a final mesh, with 3820023 elements. 

 

All simulations were performed in a Xeon dual processor E5520 family, 2.26GHz, with 48 

gigabytes of memory. 
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Figure 7 - Mesh - inlet region 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8 - Mesh - outlet region 
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Figure 9 - Mesh - internal channels (fuel plates region) 

 

 

 

 

Water at a reference pressure of 1.5 bar is used in the simulation. As mentioned before, the 

standard k-epsilon is taken for the turbulence model. At the inlet, three mass flow rates (6.1, 

5.2 and 4.0 kg/s) were considered with a static temperature of 27 ºC. At the outlet a zero 

relative pressure and symmetry at the central region (cuts) were used for all cases simulated 

in this paper. A high resolution scheme with first order for the turbulence and a residual 

target of 1.0E-5 was used as convergence criterion. 

 

 

4. RESULTS 

 

Figure 10 presents the flow distribution among the flow channels for three different flow 

rates, experimental and numerical results. One can observe that the flow rate in the peripheral 

channel is lower (10 to 15%) than the average value and depends on flow rate through the 

fuel element. Taesung, H. and Garland, W. J. [10] present similar results in their studies for 

McMaster nuclear reactor.  
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Figure 10 - Fuel element channels flow distribution - experimental x numerical results 

 

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper presented a comparison between numerical and experimental results of flow 

distribution among the flow channels. The numerical CFD model proposed in this paper has 

shown that the model reproduces the experiments very well and can be used as a more 

convenient or a complementary tool in the determination of the fuel element flow distribution 

studies. One can observe that the flow rate in the peripheral channel is lower (10 to 15%) than 

the average value and depends on flow rate through the fuel element. This difference is due to 

inlet and outlet effects in the element. This behavior is captured very well by the CFX model.  
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